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About This Game

Welcome to the fast-paced world of interstellar gas station management!

As the newest employee of Cosmo’s Quickstop, it’s your job to provide stellar customer service to the strangest creatures in the
galaxy. From pumping gas to cleaning the glorp room, every wacky, time-based minigame presents a distinct and frantic

challenge to keep customers happy. Your skills in multitasking will be your keys to success!

Customize and build up your Quickstop to suit the ever-changing needs of your customers, all while satisfying your boss’
demands for more profit and overcoming your rival’s constant meddling. Feel overwhelmed? Team up with a friend in split-

screen, local co-op mode, or fly solo if you think you have what it takes to run the most popular pitstop along Route 66 Million!

Expansive Campaign Mode

Your Uncle Cosmo is getting a little old to be doing the heavy lifting at Cosmo's Quickstop, so here's where you come in!
Starting with a tiny, run-down, and unprofitable gas station, your goal will be to turn it into the best tourist trap in the galaxy.

You'll gain access to an ever-increasing variety of amenities for your customers to enjoy, as well as ways to upgrade and expand
your station. But you're not the only one who wants to turn a profit in this quadrant! A rival moves in right across the "street",

and he plans on cornering the gas station market with quick and convenient robotic technology. You'll have to prove that service-
with-a-smile is the key to profitability and come out on top!

Swappable Amenities
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Each amenity comes with it's own bizarre perks and challenges. Not a fan of the gift shop? Swap it at the end of the day for an
animatronic band to entertain your customers for a while! Each day, you'll learn about what's going on in your quadrant of the

universe and plan your rest stop accordingly. You certainly don't want to be caught unprepared for hordes of customers coming
through after a reptile convention! You get to choose the best money-making strategy to prove that you're the best in the

business.

Simple To Learn, Hard To Master

Each amenity in your gas station requires maintenance, by way of mini-game. Individually, each mini-game is quick and simple,
but as customers pour in, you will find yourself frantically juggling these easy tasks. As you gain experience using each amenity,

new abilities will unlock to make it more profitable... but also more challenging!

Play Alone Or With A Friend

The campaign is fully playable in both single and local two-player modes!
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